When children enter the foster care system, case-workers, attorneys and judges make decisions that will affect their lives for years to come. Often, these children have little say in these critical decisions.

While few statistics exist to measure children’s involvement in abuse/neglect court proceedings, anecdotal evidence suggests that, in New Jersey, children’s voices are often heard from a distance, as the adults make decisions with an incomplete or even inaccurate understanding of the child’s own needs, thoughts and desires.

A solid body of research supports children’s involvement in child welfare court proceedings, as does New Jersey statute and court decisions.

In addition, promoting child involvement is consistent with the state’s child welfare reforms that have been underway for several years. A cornerstone of those efforts is to closely involve families in addressing the problems that led to a child’s placement in foster care. It is widely documented -- and accepted -- that involving parents and children leads to more children being returned safely home.

This policy brief examines the benefits and barriers to children being involved in court proceedings and provides solutions to move New Jersey closer to this child-centered approach to abuse/neglect cases.

Wendy Logan remembers the fear she felt, sitting outside the courtroom, while a judge decided whether she would go back to live with her mother.

“That day, I saw my mother for the first time since I was removed from her and taken to the local police station,” says the former foster youth from South Jersey.

“I waited outside the courtroom for the entire court hearing. I waited and waited and waited with such anxiety. I was so scared that I would have to return to my mother. I really didn’t know what they would decide for me.”

She wasn’t even sure if her lawyer knew how Wendy felt and whether the lawyer was fighting for her.

“I don’t remember ever meeting a law guardian,” says Wendy, who was in foster care from the time she was 12 until she aged out of the system. “I was never invited nor informed about court hearings.”

Wendy later learned, with relief, that the judge had decided to allow her to remain with her foster family.

“I know that, in some ways, I’ll always be that child waiting outside the courtroom for someone I had never even met to make an immense decision on my behalf,” said Wendy, now 24 and earning her master’s degree in social work at the University of Pennsylvania.

“We cripple our youth when we don’t give them an opportunity to make decisions for themselves. We just assume and then dictate what is best for these youth without even asking them,” she added. “It’s their life. They should feel some sense of ownership of it. To know that people want to hear the youth’s voice demonstrates that they are cared for and matter in society.”
RESEARCH SUPPORTS CHILDREN ATTENDING COURT HEARINGS

Across the nation, child welfare and court professionals are increasingly recognizing the importance of involving youth in the decision-making process, including encouraging their attendance, when appropriate, at court hearings.

At a national summit on the federal *Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008* (*Fostering Connections*) in April 2010, more than 100 national, state and local leaders were brought together by the American Bar Association’s Commission on Youth at Risk to address how *Fostering Connections* affects youth aging out of foster care. Current and former foster youth also participated. A primary theme emerged from the summit: “Youth must be afforded much greater involvement in the decisions being made about them by judges, attorneys and agencies.”

In 2004, the Pew Commission on Children in Foster Care stressed the importance and value of including youth in the legal process.

“Children, parents, and caregivers all benefit when they have the opportunity to actively participate in court proceedings, as does the quality of decisions when judges can see and hear from key parties,” the commission wrote in its 2004 report *Fostering the Future*.

Legal scholars and proponents of children’s rights identify the need for children to be present in court, especially at “significant hearings” and express themselves during proceedings that have an impact on their life. The children will benefit and the quality of the decisions will improve. Having input and then listening to the rationale of the judge’s decision should help youth understand and accept the outcome.

Foster care organizations also support youth involvement in court proceedings and agree that a child’s appearance, demeanor and verbal and non-verbal communication provide invaluable information and perspective to judges.

The federal *Fostering Connections* contains several provisions that promote active youth participation in the decisions that affect them. For example, when considering legal guardianship with a relative as a permanency plan, a child over the age of 14 must be consulted, under the act. In New Jersey, the law requires consultation at age 12 for a kinship legal guardianship (KLG) arrangement.

The Act’s educational stability provisions contemplate consulting with youth about whether they should remain in their current school or be transferred to the school district of their resource parent. New Jersey’s school stability statute, adopted in response to *Fostering Connections*, makes a child’s preference one of the “best interest” factors that must be considered when deciding whether the child should remain in the current school.

National studies have also established that children and youth in foster care want to be heard in court. Many say they feel that their attorneys do not adequately listen to them or that the legal system is inaccessible to them.

In addition to being able to voice their views and feelings, children and youth can often provide valuable information about relatives, siblings and other factors that can help facilitate either reunification or providing the child with another permanent home.

**NEW JERSEY LAW AND POLICY**

Several provisions of New Jersey statute entitle and even mandate the child’s presence at court hearings. The law requires children age 10 or over to attend final adoption hearings unless that appearance is waived by the court for good cause. The child’s wishes concerning the adoption are to be given consideration if the child can form “an intelligent preference regarding the adoption.” N.J.S.A. 30:4C-61.2.b(2) states that the child is entitled to attend the permanency hearing, at which time the judge considers the permanency plan DYFS has developed for the child. The court should consider and evaluate the information provided by the Division and other interested parties -- which includes the child -- attending the hearing.

A 2010 New Jersey Supreme Court ruling said...
that children who are the subject of DYFS litigation cases over age 10 should have the opportunity to express themselves in court and that judges would benefit from hearing their views.

We are mindful that children’s wishes may often not be in their own best interests. For example, children may want to be returned to their abusive or neglectful natural parents, who have endangered and continue to endanger their lives. In such cases, it may be not only futile, but contrary to a child’s best interest to solicit his or her opinion... We believe in appropriate cases the family court would benefit from hearing the wishes of a child over the age of ten, who has reached a level of maturity that allows the child to form and express an intelligent opinion....Moreover, when a child on his or her own initiative requests the opportunity to express an opinion, the court should allow the child to do so. Because each case will bring to bear particular factors that relate to the psychological well-being of a child, we leave this matter to the sound discretion of the family court.15

Add to this the fact that New Jersey law requires the court to appoint a law guardian for each child living in foster care who provides independent legal counsel for that child.16 In all cases, law guardians serve to represent the child’s wishes and protect the child’s interests as a lawyer represents any litigant.17 Thus, it would follow that children, as clients, have the same right as other litigants to be present during court hearings.

To effectively carry out their responsibility to be an advocate for their client, law guardians need, in certain cases, to have their client present in court to provide information and respond to new issues raised during a hearing.18

NEW JERSEY VS. NATIONAL
Twenty-nine states permit children to attend permanency hearings. In New Jersey, children are entitled to attend these hearings.19 A few states mandate children’s appearance at certain hearings, while a handful limit the appearance to children age 12 and older.20

According to the Pew Commission 2009 progress report, while 96 percent of states initiated some type of activity to enhance the voice of children and families in court, most, like New Jersey, reported training attorneys or Court Appointed Special Advocates, rather than implementing concrete practices to ensure the presence of children, youth and families in court whenever possible. Twelve states have developed standards for attorneys working with children and families and 10 states have launched pilot programs to strengthen court practices involving children and families in court hearings, such as the use of video conferencing when their actual physical presence is not possible.21

Connecticut, for example, has a pilot program to ensure that children and youth make a meaningful contribution to court hearings. In addition, the Chief Justice of the Connecticut Supreme Court convened a Committee on Alternatives to Court Appearance to examine when videoconferencing can be used to ensure that children, youth and parents participate in hearings, even if they cannot be physically present.

And, with guidance from the state’s Commission on Children, Connecticut’s Chief Child Protection Attorney has developed and disseminated Standards of Practice for attorneys representing children, youth and parents.

Florida, by statute and rule, has provided older youth in foster care with opportunities to participate in court proceedings as they transition from foster care to adulthood. Florida law requires the court to hold a judicial review hearing within 90 days after a child’s 17th birthday and continue to hold timely hearings thereafter. At each of these hearings, the statute requires that “the child shall be given the opportunity to address the court with any information relevant to the child’s best interests, particularly as it relates to independent living transition services.”22 Although not mandated by statute, in New Jersey some older youth with independent living as their permanency goal are invited to attend court hearings.23
NEW JERSEY PRACTICE

In New Jersey, although law guardians are required by law to represent their client’s wishes, they often do so without the benefit of having their client in court or, in some cases, without ever having talked directly to the client.

Because of high caseloads and court schedules, New Jersey law guardians must sometimes rely solely on investigators to gather information from the child. Thus, the child’s views are filtered through two different professionals before being presented to the judge. While in some cases Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) volunteers meet with the child and report to the court, not all children living in foster care have a CASA assigned to their case.

“The presumption in New Jersey is against children appearing at court hearings,” says Amy Vasquez, a former per diem attorney for the Law Guardian Program. “It just isn’t a priority.”

New Jersey’s practice is contrary to New York where Vasquez was a CASA and Philadelphia where Vasquez represented children in child abuse and neglect cases. She said those jurisdictions routinely include children in court hearings.

Vasquez advocated for many of her New Jersey clients to attend hearings because she believes it is important both for the client and the court.

“It’s valuable for the court to hear from the child,” she said. “And, in most cases, it is a great benefit to the children to see for themselves what happened in court and to be part of that process.”

Sometimes, she said, youth can better articulate their position than their law guardian can. In one instance, a teen explained his reasons for wanting to move out-of-state with his foster family, rather than returning to his father. Not only did the court agree with the youth’s argument, but the father understood and an agreement was reach.

In another case, a 15-year-old and 17-year-old wanted to attend the emergency hearing to remove children from their home (known as a DODD hearing) to tell the judge that they were not afraid of their mother and wanted to remain home with services. Just having the youth in the courtroom where the judge could observe their demeanor and size allowed the judge to be comfortable with permitting the youth to return home with services, Vasquez said.

Vasquez said that attending court may not be appropriate for every child and, of course, no child should be forced to attend, unless their testimony is critical to the issue to be determined. However Vasquez says that for the majority of children, attending court hearings is helpful and should be encouraged.

In addition to providing more accurate and complete information to the judge, a child’s participation in the court process can have therapeutic benefits for children who have suffered trauma. Research shows that when children who have been abused and neglected participate in court proceedings, they often feel more involved in the decisions, and are better able to accept them even if the decision was contrary to their wishes if they feel their voice was heard. Attending court hearings can demystify the process for youth living in foster care and youth have a better understanding of the rationale for the decisions made by the judge. This translates into an increased likelihood that they will go on to enjoy a healthy adult life.

BARRIERS TO CHILDREN IN COURT

New Jersey, like many other states, has struggled with issues around youth attending court hearings. Various concerns have been expressed, which are summed up in the following quote in an article by Jaclyn Jean Jenkins:

The main justifications for excluding youth from dependency hearings are: that the hearings are too traumatic for youth; that there is no need for youth to attend because they are already represented; that the youth have nothing to contribute; and that having youth participate is administratively inconvenient.

All of these reasons have been raised by New Jersey stakeholders at meetings and during youth summits held in 2008 and 2009 by the Law Guardian Program, convened with funding from
the New Jersey Children in Court Improvement Committee.

**CAN YOUTH CONTRIBUTE TO DECISION-MAKING?**

One of the most challenging barriers to increasing children’s court participation is a perception that children cannot bring credible information to the process.

Research indicates this is simply not true. Children are able to think through problems more like adults than previously thought. For example, developmental psychologists have found that children engage in more reasoned decision-making at age 15. Even under the age of 12, they are able to consider the same amount of information as adults when making decisions. Children as young as age six "are capable of having and sharing their view of what happened in the past and what they would like to see happen in the future."27

**LOGISTICS**

Another major barrier boils down to simple logistics. Adding young voices to the court process will consume more of the court’s time, which is already heavily taxed. Children’s school schedules would have to be considered when scheduling hearings. And, lawyers, judges and case-workers would have to refrain from using acronyms and legal jargon and instead use plain language in these hearings.29

In addition, some professionals would have to become more comfortable in dealing with children in a court setting – a challenge that many say they feel ill-equipped to meet.

ACNJ acknowledges that these are very real issues that must be addressed in a reasonable way. However, more closely involving children in the decisions made in court would reap considerable benefits for these children and their families and so justifies the effort needed to make this happen.

**TOO MUCH INFLUENCE?**

Some worry that involving children in court proceedings and the decision-making process will give children too much influence and cause problems in other areas, such as placement choices.

The fact is that a child’s wishes should be one important piece to the puzzle – not the final say. The child’s health and safety are still paramount considerations for the court and the youth needs to understand this, too.

New Jersey judges also have the right to order a child not attend a hearing or trial, unless the testimony is necessary for the “determination of a matter...”30 This gives the judge the final say over whether it is appropriate for a child to attend a hearing in each particular case.

**HOW TO SUPPORT YOUTH INVOLVEMENT**

For many youth, attending court will be an emotional experience and they will need support from the many different people in their lives. First among them should be the child’s law guardian, who should help the youth decide whether he wants to attend the court hearing and what he would like to say to the judge.

Additionally, many of these children are already or should be seeing a mental health professional, who should assist the youth in making this decision and dealing with the emotions that may surface before, during or after attending court. Resource parents and the child’s caseworker should also be important allies in this and other areas of the child’s life.

In addition, former law guardian Vasquez says that, in her experience, court staff were helpful in allowing a child into the court room prior to the hearing to get used to the setting and so she could explain the proceeding. This helped to increase their comfort level during the hearing.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

1. New Jersey should work toward increasing youth involvement in child protection court proceedings.

New Jersey should follow the lead of other states that have made this a priority by:

• Scheduling certain court hearings like permanency hearings so that children and families can be present -- after school or work, for example.31
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- Using videoconferencing to allow youth to participate and permit youth to address the court through voice recording or letter.32
- Conducting proceedings in a way that is easy for children and youth to understand.33

2. Law guardians should routinely ask their clients whether they would like to appear in court and facilitate that process in appropriate cases.34

3. Uniform training should be provided for judges, court staff and attorneys to give them a better understanding of child development and the skills needed to effectively interview a child.35

4. Youth should be informed of their right to appear at certain hearings and should be educated about the court process.36

5. Data should be gathered to determine the extent to which children are participating in court hearings. This information should be publicly shared and be used to inform discussions over how to move toward this more child-centered approach in court.

INTERIM STEPS
ACNJ recognizes that these steps require a major shift in the way cases are currently handled and will take time to implement. While we are working on these court reforms, there are other opportunities within the court process to involve youth immediately.

CHILD PLACEMENT REVIEW BOARD HEARINGS
A recent directive from the Administrative Office of the Courts requires Child Placement Review (CPR) Boards to conduct a more detailed review of a child's case once the child has been in care for 45 days.37 CPR Board volunteers are trained to interview children and other interested parties and can gather information about the child’s health, placement, contact with parents and siblings and potential relative placements.

The CPR Board hearing is less formal than a court hearing. Trained board members have more time to engage the youth and explain the process in detail. These hearings are also a good opportunity to educate and engage resource parents.

BENCHMARK HEARINGS
Benchmark hearings are recommended for older youth who have been in foster care for at least one year. Unfortunately, only a few counties hold these child-centered hearings, which are a good way to involve older youth in the decision-making process.

Unlike most court hearings, benchmark hearings are designed to be more informal – essentially a conversation between the judge and the youth -- where no court orders are issued. This is the perfect opportunity for older youth to talk to the judge about concerns, future goals and plans. The judge can then help ensure that those needs are addressed in a timely manner. The minor, with the help of the law guardian, should identify the issues to be addressed and individuals who should attend the hearing.

Under the current benchmark hearings protocol, the youth, the caseworker and the law guardian must attend the hearing. The youth determines whether he/she wants the resource/foster parent(s) and/or members of his/her birth family at the hearing. Ideally, benchmark hearings should be held for youth who have been in care for at least one year at age 12, 15, 16 and 17. More of these hearings should be happening across New Jersey.

MEDIATION
In November 2009, Judge Glenn A. Grant issued Directive #11-09 mandating statewide implementation of mediation in child welfare cases, including child placement review, abuse and neglect, termination of parental right and kinship legal guardianship cases.39 Today, every New Jersey vicinage has experienced mediators who have received specialized training for child welfare cases.

Through a pilot program begun in 2000, ACNJ learned that mediation is often the first - and only time – parents, DYFS staff, relatives, resource parents and lawyers -- sit down together to discuss what is best for the children. This process can lead to a deeper understanding of the issues
affording the family and resolution of problems
around health and education issues, contact with
family members, implementation of services and
placement. A conversation that takes place out-
side the courtroom, mediation allows all the par-
ties to take the necessary time to focus on the
case so people can calmly discuss issues and con-
cerns and ask questions that there is no time for in
court.

Mediation provides a great opportunity for engag-
ing youth and should be used on a regular basis.

CONCLUSION
Having children present at court hearings can
sharpen the focus on the needs of the child, pro-
vide more complete information to assist judges
in making sound decisions, give youth more of
say in the decisions that affect their lives and help
them live with those decisions in the years to
come.

ACNJ acknowledges that there are significant
barriers to accomplishing this, but urges judges,
law guardians, DYFS workers and others in-
volved with children in court to begin taking the
steps outlined in this report to involve these chil-
dren more closely in the decisions that shape their
future.
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